Pharaoh of Feces
It

was a balmy night on the banks of Lake Tanganyika
when one of the couples who joined Ruth and me on a safari in
Tanzania, decided to roast each of us in our group. We all had a
great time in the Serengeti during the Great Migration, in Katavi,
and now reached the final evening at Mahale Mountains, where
the chimpanzees rule.
When it was my turn, they coined three phrases to describe
me: King of Kaka, Don of Dung and Pharaoh of Feces. It was their
take on my habit of stopping at animal droppings to explain to
them its importance in the wild.
At the very outset, let my make it clear: I am not a coprohiliac.
For those who are not familiar with this term, coprophilia is
derived from the Greek kópros—”excrement” and philía—”liking,
fondness.” It is also known as scatophilia or scat (Greek: skatá—
feces) to denote sexual arousal and pleasure from feces.

Just as a veterinarian can tell from its feces whether your
house pet has a disorder or disease, the African bush expert can
gather important data from dung in the wild.
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Poopers in the wild
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Many a tracking expedition starts with the question “Dung
who?” to be followed by “Dung when.”
In addition to following
spoor or tracks, wildlife
experts can deduct from
the droppings not only the
kind of animal that left the
calling card but the time
that it dropped it. This
is certainly a very useful
additional clue to the
whereabouts of animals.

Antelope above and giraffe below

Field
guides
can
distinguish
not
only
between different species
but variations within the
same breed. The black
rhino, for example, is a
browser that crops twigs
and shoots with its molars,
leaving them snipped
at a 45-degree angle.
This distinguishes it not only from the grazing white rhino but
elephants that also chew twigs and sticks but leave them with
frizzled instead of neatly cut ends.
Most smaller animals leave dung balls in clusters on the ground.
When they are scattered, they
Hyena cottonballs
were most probably dropped by
a giraffe.
Why?
Elementary, Dr. Watson: The
giraffe stands very tall, and it is a
long drop to the ground.
The hyena’s excrement is quite
easy to identify. Just look for the
white cotton ball-type drop119

pings, the result of a very high diet of
calcium. Equipped with super-strong
jaws (some claim the strongest in
the world) these animals
are capable of chewing
and devouring bones left
by other carnivores. If it
looks like marshmallow
in the open field it is undoubtedly hyena poop.
Obviously not sweet and
edible, except for other
animals.
Anyone who has seen
a dung beetle at work in
fresh elephant droppings
has to laud this little creature for its engineering
skills and energy.
After shaping the dung into a perfect ball, the male rolls it
toward a desirable spot to bury it. His spouse goes along for the
ride. She lays her eggs in the dung ball that serves as a nursery
for the offspring before they emerge from underground.
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But it is not only dung beetles that munch on Nature’s waste.
Monkeys and a variety of other mammals and birds pick through
elephant dung to sort out edible elements. Even millipedes find
nourishment among the fungus and mushrooms growing in the
dung.

Elephant

excrement happens to be a favorite as much of
this large creature’s daily intake of more than 450 pounds of
vegetation, fruits, roots and seeds end up undigested in the dung.
Fresh maroela fruit are abundant during the right season and
very nourishing.
The dung from the world’s largest land mammal continues to
be put to new uses by the folks in Africa. In safari country where
the dreaded tsetse fly still thrive, your field guide might burn
a piece of dried-up elephant dung in a container on the front
bumper of your vehicle to keep them away with the smoke. You
can buy eco-friendly elephant dung paper at local stores. To top
it all, a fellow in far-off Thailand feeds the elephants coffee beans,
collecting them afterwards and selling it at astronomic prices.
Someone suggested that cappuccino made from these beans
should be renamed crappucino.
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Hippo stench during the dry season

In rivers and water holes, fish feed on hippo manure before
they themselves turn into food for crocodiles and other creatures,
including man.
The lack of bottom feeders in heavily populated hippo haunts
can be quite disastrous during the dry season. In over-crowded
shrinking water holes the unlucky occupants literally wallow in
their own filth—almost like living in a big city during a prolonged
sanitation strike.
Whereas dung on
land disintegrates and
fertilizes the soil on
which it lands, it stays
afloat in these water
holes for weeks on end,
smelling to high heaven
and polluting the water.

Among

the insects
that have discovered the benefits of even the worst smelling
dung on water or on land are butterflies that obtain minerals
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and nutrients from the
animal waste. In Africa this
behavior—referred to as
mud puddling—is largely
restricted to the males.
Studies have suggested that
the nutrients collected may
be a nuptial gift along with
their sperm during mating,
resulting in a sturdier
offspring.

Vulture pouncing on lion waste

Vultures often feed on lion feces as these cats do not digest all
the meat they swallow. These snippets in their excrement serve
as appetizers for the hungry birds while they wait for the big cats
to leave the carcass and allow them to get into the main course.

Decoding dung is hardly a reason for going all the way to Africa on

safari but it is very much part of the bigger picture and contributes to a
better understanding of nature.
Ask the experts and they will tell you that a basic knowledge of
feces is vital to a true understanding of animal life and behavior.
It is an important key to comprehending the Circle of Life.

One place where elephant
dung is not welcome, is on
the landing strips for small
aircraft near safari camps.
Quite frequently the cleanup
crew is needed to clear the
runway.

By the way, I much prefer

another title bestowed on
me at one of my speaking
engagements about nature
and safaris. The fellow who
introduced me, dubbed me
the Sultan of Safaris.
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